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THE BIG PICTURE
Looked at from the perspective of our history, the Jewish People truly live in
remarkable times. A global people, we have found prosperity and relative safety in
many countries and formed vibrant, diverse communities, including here in the UK.
The State of Israel has entered its eighth decade of existence and thrives both as a
country of prosperity for its citizens and as the nation-state of the Jewish People.
Zionism, the ideology that inspired so many Jews to contribute to the reconstitution
of Jewish self-determination in our homeland, began in its modern form in the late
19th Century. In the first 50 years of Zionism, the basic task was clear: to support
efforts to gain independence for a Jewish State in the Land of Israel. In 1948, this
was achieved – a triumphant, modern miracle. UJIA, founded in 1920, allowed the
Jewish community in the UK to play their part in this remarkable achievement.
In the second 50 years of Zionism, the basic task changed but remained clear: to
create the institutions for the security, prosperity and development of the State of
Israel. This included integrating waves of immigration, creating the infrastructure
needed for a modern economy and investing funds to support the poorest
in Israel’s society. UJIA, as the British Jewish community’s central fundraising
campaign for Israel, had a clear role in channelling British Jewish philanthropy to
meet these clear needs in Israel.
We are now in the third 50 years of Zionism, and it is clear that the basic task
has changed again. Israel is strong and prosperous but its society is challenged
by fissures of identity and socio-economic inequality. The journey towards a fair
and cohesive society, where all citizens have equal access to opportunity and all
communities can flourish, remains a long one.
In the UK, Jewish people have created a flourishing community, with diverse
expressions of Jewishness and vibrant institutions. But despite this, the relationship
between our community and Israel cannot be taken for granted, and this is
especially true for the younger generation. Survey data demonstrate that younger
Jews are more detached from or disillusioned with Israel. Questions of Israeli policy
and how British Jews should relate to Israel and its government are divisive within
our community and polarisation is no longer a fear but a reality. Strengthening our
community’s relationship with Israel is more important than ever, and has a dual
benefit – in Israel, it contributes to the amelioration of some of the greatest, most
pressing social challenges, and in the UK, it is ensures that our community has Israel,
with all its energy, innovation and Jewish richness, at its heart.
Therefore, as UJIA enters its second century, our role has evolved but remains as
vital as ever. UJIA must now play the role of connector – connecting the British
Jewish community to Israel through education and meaningful experiences,
and through strategic philanthropy in Israel to meet the challenges of today.
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VISION AND MISSION
UJIA’s vision is a strong British Jewry with a
lifelong commitment to Israel, and UJIA’s role
in bringing this about, our mission, is to develop
informed, confident Jews who are inspired
by Israel.
UJIA’s work forms a virtuous circle. By learning
about and experiencing Israel, Jews in the UK
will feel inspired to give to Israel, including
through UJIA. These resources can then be
used to play our part in creating an Israel that
is inspiring to Jews in the UK – one that is fair,
equitable and vibrant. Informed, confident Jews
in the UK will also become leaders within our
community, bringing Israel into their leadership
across many settings and sectors. Therefore,
UJIA’s vision and mission are not just aspirational
but also self-sustaining.
UJIA is impact-led. This means that we define
our success by the transformative effects on
people that our work achieves. We measure our
impact through evaluation, and we feed those
results back into our planning processes so that
we continually improve over time. Our Impact
Model connects our engagement activities
with our intended outcomes, and shows the
journey that participants in our programmes and
supporters who give to our cause are taken on.
UJIA is 100 years old and this gives us pedigree
and gravitas. But, like many long-standing
institutions, we must guard against complacency
and inertia, especially as the world around us
changes so rapidly, with the COVID-19 pandemic
being only the latest global transformation.

Therefore, the way we deliver our mission, our
strategy, needs to be nimble, flexible, ambitious
and holistic. In this document, we lay out:
• Our unifying concept, connection,
that underlies everything we do
• Our Impact Model, which charts the
journey from our activities to our
outcomes and vision, allowing us to plan,
evaluate, adapt and report strategically
• Our values, inspired by Jewish wisdom
and tradition
• Our key objectives for driving our impact
through our programming
• Our organisational priorities that play
a crucial role, allowing us to deliver our
work and enabling our success
Through UJIA, the UK Jewish community will:
LEARN ABOUT AND
EXPERIENCE ISRAEL
FEEL PROUD OF
ISRAEL AND SEEK TO
DEVELOP A PERSONAL
CONNECTION

FEEL INSPIRED
TO GIVE TO ISRAEL

TACKLE SOCIETAL ISSUES TO BUILD A FAIRER, AND
MORE PROSPEROUS ISRAEL FOR ALL OF ITS CITIZENS
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CONNECTION
Everything UJIA does is about connection.
UJIA connects…

British Jewry with Israel

handshake

British Jews and Jewish communities
with Israelis and Israeli communities
British Jews who wish to give to Israel
with inspiring projects that benefit
Israeli society

The unique partnership between Israel and
the Jewish communities around the world is
based on shared values, respect for differing
needs and mutual benefit. Israel and the
Diaspora strengthen each other and need
each other. UJIA is the focal point of this
relationship in the UK. We bring Israel to
Jews in the UK and take British Jews, and
British Jewish philanthropy, to Israel. We
are the embodiment of the Israel-Diaspora
partnership here in the UK.

donation or a multi-generational relationship
with Israel through UJIA. Many of our donors,
or their families, have been participants in our
programmes. Giving is therefore an outcome of
other forms of engagement, as well as a form of
engagement in and of itself.
One final element is necessary for all of this to
take place: leadership. UJIA sits at the heart of
a decades-old system of generating leadership
for our community. Educated, energised
and Israel-engaged leaders strengthen our
communal institutions, which in turn ensures
that our impact ripples far outside UJIA
itself. Leadership – whether educational,
organisational or philanthropic, professional
or voluntary – is an essential element of how
UJIA creates connection.
Connection is the thread that ties together
everything that we do. Our strategy will be a
success if more British Jews and more British
Jewish communities feel a deeper connection to
Israel and to Israelis. Greater connection moves
British Jewry closer to our vision.

The majority of our educational work is with
young people. We know that Jewish identity
is complex and multifaceted, and that it
is in childhood and emerging adulthood
that many of our core commitments are
established. By connecting young people
to Israel and to Israelis, we therefore ensure
that Israel becomes part of how they relate to
themselves as Jews.
For adults, we provide connection through
community engagement. Our aspiration
is that, just as Jews connect to Jewish
communities, those communities can connect
to Israel.
We also see philanthropy as a way to
connect, whether that is a one-off small
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IMPACT MODEL
UJIA connects British Jews to Israel. We are
the community’s leading Israel Engagement
organisation, and our activities fall into
three categories:

•L
 earning about Israel – its people, history,
culture, achievements, politics and more
•E
 xperiencing Israel and building
relationships with Israelis
•G
 iving to Israel to reduce inequality and
spread opportunity to all Israelis

Our Impact Model specifies the outcomes that we
hope to see in the short, medium and longer-term.
Our Impact Model allows us to:

ENABLING OUR SUCCESS
D R I V I N G O U R I M PA C T
VA L U E S
I M PA C T M O D E L

The path from our activities to our vision is defined
by outcomes, changes in knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour that result from participation in those activities.

•D
 emonstrate to our supporters that UJIA is truly
connecting British Jews to Israel
Our Impact Model shows the link between what we
do and what we seek to achieve.

•P
 lan activities that we believe will successfully drive
these outcomes
•E
 valuate whether our activities are working
as expected
• Adjust our activities in light of this evaluation

OUR MISSION UJIA develops informed,
confident Jews who are inspired by Israel

OUR STRATEGY UJIA nurtures lifelong, meaningful connections between the UK Jewish community and the people of Israel,
impacting tens of thousands of lives through programmes and educational initiatives

OUR WORK

OUR OUTCOMES

OUR IMPACT

OUR VISION

DEVELOPING INFORMED JEWS
LEARNING
Delivering, supporting and
facilitating outstanding Israel
education programmes
for British Jews

EXPERIENCING
Providing opportunities for
British Jews to go to Israel and
meet Israelis through meaningful
educational frameworks

GIVING
Encouraging and enabling
British Jews to support Israel
education in the UK and the
transformation of
Israeli society

Arrow-left

• Improved knowledge of Israel’s history,
culture and society
• Increased curiosity about Israel and desire to ask
questions in educational settings
• Greater awareness of further Israel learning,
experiencing and giving opportunities
• Increased motivation to learn more about Israel

• Improved knowledge of modern Israel’s
successes, challenges and complexity
• Enhanced ability to shape own relationship
with and opinions about Israel
• Increased participation in activities to
broaden and deepen Israel knowledge

British Jews are knowledgeable about
Israel and continually seek to develop
a more nuanced understanding

• Expanded personal and communal networks
with Israelis
• More time spent in Israel having meaningful,
substantive experiences
• Enhanced development and application of
leadership skills

British Jews are resilient, self-assured
and proud of their personal connections
with Israel

• Increased attendance at events to
celebrate Israel
• Greater commitment to build a fair and
socially-cohesive Israel
• Increased giving to Israel and encouragement
of others to do so

British Jews integrate Israel into their life
choices, their work and their
philanthropic decisions

DEVELOPING CONFIDENT JEWS
• Strengthened peer relationships with fellow Jews
• Greater pride in Israel and being Jewish
• Increased sharing of positive experiences of Israel
and being Jewish
• Increased desire to develop leadership skills

A strong
British Jewry
with a lifelong
commitment
to Israel

DEVELOPING JEWS WHO ARE INSPIRED BY ISRAEL
• Deeper identification with local Jewish community
and the global Jewish people
• Increased reflection on and commitment to having
a personal relationship with Israel
• Enhanced awareness of UK Jewish communal
support for Israel
• Increased feeling of duty to give tzedakah to Israel

OUR MISSION | CONNECTION | IMPACT MODEL | VALUES | DRIVING OUR IMPACT | ENABLING OUR SUCCESS
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VALUES
Our values are not what we do but the way
we do it. They are our guiding principles,
that underpin the strategic choices that
we make and the way that we work with
our staff, volunteers, partner organisations
and communities.
As a Jewish organisation, we have sought
the wisdom of our tradition in articulating
our values.
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D R I V I N G O U R I M PA C T
VA L U E S

Cross-communalism

Cross-communalism – as an apolitical
organisation we serve the entire spectrum
of the mainstream Jewish community. We
take no position on religious disagreements
between denominations and strive for
Jews from across the community to feel
comfortable in our activities. We work with
Israelis in all their diversity, irrespective of
ethnicity or religious beliefs.
Responsibility – we are cautious guardians
and stewards of our donors’ generous gifts
and seek to minimise waste and unnecessary
expenditure, focusing on impact and making
positive change. We maintain the highest
standards of probity and integrity.
Partnership – we work as a partnership
between professionals and volunteers,
and leadership is exercised by both in
collaboration. We are also lucky to work with
a wide range of organisational and communal
partners in Israel and the UK, allowing us
to leverage our resources and amplify our
impact. All of our partnerships – internal and
external – are built on mutual respect, a desire
to first understand needs and the humility to
adapt, shift and change when necessary.
Informal education – our educational work
is premised on learner-centred, experiential
and non-coercive pedagogy. We prioritise
questions over answers and conversation
over dictation.
Innovation – in everything that we do, we
seek to be creative, at the cutting-edge and
a hub of best practice.

בז ֶה
ָּ שׂרָ אֵל ע ֲרֵ בִים ז ֶה
ְ ִ כָּל י
Kol Yisrael Arevim Zeh Ba’Zeh
All Israel is responsible one for another
Talmud Bavli Shevuot 39a

Responsibility

שר וְהַּטֹוב
ָ ׁ ָּ ת הַי
ָ שׂי
ִ ָ וְע
V’asita Hayashar v’Hatov
Do what is upright and good
Deuteronomy 6:18

Partnership

אז ֶן
ֹ ה
ָ שמִיע ַת
ְ ׁ
Shmiat HaOzen
A listening ear
Pirkei Avot 6:6

Informal education

פּי דַרְ ּכֹו
ִ -חנְֹך ַל ּנ ַע ַר ע ַל
ֲ
Chanoch l’Naar Al Pi Darko
Teach a young person in their own way
Proverbs 22:6

Innovation

When you have two alternatives, the first thing
you have to do is to look for the third that you
didn’t think about, that doesn’t exist
Shimon Peres z”l – 1923-2016
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ENABLING OUR SUCCESS
D R I V I N G O U R I M PA C T

OUR SEVEN STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT DRIVE OUR IMPACT
Focus the UK programme on fewer,
higher-impact interventions where we
can clearly demonstrate how UJIA is
adding value

Safeguard UJIA’s flagship
short-term and longer-term Israel
Experience programmes

Develop exceptional leaders that serve
the UK community and the Jewish world,
and act as ambassadors for UJIA’s mission

Support the youth movements to drive
significant programmatic innovation
and ensure financial sustainability

Work with communities and Jewish
organisations across the UK to develop
a range of new ways for their members
of all ages to engage with Israel

Through the Learning, Experiencing and Giving
activities outlined in our impact model, UJIA works to
connect British Jews of all ages to Israel. We develop Jews
who are informed about Israel, who are confident in their
Jewish identities and who are inspired to make a difference
in Israel throughout their lives.
Through our outstanding programmes, and the example
we set in the community, UJIA plays an integral role in
developing Jewish leaders, sustaining our important communal
institutions, and ensuring a strong British Jewry with a
lifelong commitment to Israel.
The strategic priorities set out here will drive our work in the
UK and Israel, so that we can maximise our impact, further
strengthening the connection between British Jews and Israel.

Create sustainable solutions towards
economic success in Israel’s social and
geographic periphery

Ensure that the Israel programme,
in addition to delivering benefit to
Israelis, also integrates with the UK
programme to engage British Jews

Arrow-left
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OUR SEVEN STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT DRIVE OUR IMPACT
Focus the UK programme on fewer,
higher-impact interventions where we
can clearly demonstrate how UJIA is
adding value

Safeguard UJIA’s flagship
short-term and longer-term Israel
Experience programmes

Develop exceptional leaders that serve
the UK community and the Jewish world,
and act as ambassadors for UJIA’s mission

Support the youth movements to drive
significant programmatic innovation
and ensure financial sustainability

Work with communities and Jewish
organisations across the UK to develop
a range of new ways for their members
of all ages to engage with Israel

Create sustainable solutions towards
economic success in Israel’s social and
geographic periphery

Ensure that the Israel programme,
in addition to delivering benefit to
Israelis, also integrates with the UK
programme to engage British Jews
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Strategic Priority 1: Focus the UK programme on fewer,
higher-impact interventions where we can clearly
demonstrate how UJIA is adding value
For UJIA to have maximum impact on our community’s
connection to Israel, it is essential that we sharpen our focus
and use our resources wisely. To truly add value, we must
direct our investment into areas where there is a genuine
gap or need in the community, and into programmes that
have been proven to achieve the outcomes identified in our
Impact Model.
arrow-up W
 e will achieve this by seeking more collaborative
partnerships, investing in our high impact Israel Experience
programmes, and by cultivating and incentivising
innovative Israel engagement activities.
Our team of educators will continue to design, deliver and
support Israel education for three key age groups in the UK:
Children and families; Teenagers; and Students and young
professionals. We will achieve this by employing leading
specialist educators, creating partnerships and networks, and
by acting as a hub of best practice for the community.
UJIA will increase its focus on impact evaluation so that we
can understand the outcomes of the programmes we run, as
well as those of our partners and grantees. We will increase
our expectations around monitoring and evaluation to ensure
that both our project-based grant-making and our long-term
strategic partnerships achieve demonstrable improvements in
connection to Israel for their participants.

Strategic priority 2: Safeguard UJIA’s flagship short-term
and longer-term Israel Experience programmes
UJIA has decades of experience in sending young British
Jews to Israel on rite of passage programmes, such as
Israel Tour, Gap Year and Birthright Israel. Over 65% of our
community’s young people will have taken part in these
flagship Israel experiences by the time they are 30.
We play a crucial role in enabling the youth movements to run
their inspirational summer Israel Tours, and we will continue
to provide administrative support, training and strategic
oversight to maximise the participation numbers, quality and
impact of this vital programme.
arrow-up W
 e will increase our recruitment and financial support
aimed at young people who have never visited Israel,
developing a deep and lasting connection to Israel for
those who have not yet had the opportunity to do so.
We will continue to promote and support longer-term
programmes in Israel, including the youth movement gap
years that play such an important role in developing leaders
for our community.
arrow-up We will provide more affordable 1-5 month programmes for
young adults before, during, or after work or university life,
so that even more young people will experience real life in
Israel. Through innovative programmes run in partnership
with Masa, Onward Israel and others, we will increase our
attention on exciting medium-term programmes, including
high quality learning programmes, work experience in
various attractive sectors, volunteering opportunities and
religious learning at Yeshivot and Seminaries.

arrow-right
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Focus the UK programme on fewer,
higher-impact interventions where we
can clearly demonstrate how UJIA is
adding value

Safeguard UJIA’s flagship
short-term and longer-term Israel
Experience programmes

Develop exceptional leaders that serve
the UK community and the Jewish world,
and act as ambassadors for UJIA’s mission

Support the youth movements to drive
significant programmatic innovation
and ensure financial sustainability

Work with communities and Jewish
organisations across the UK to develop
a range of new ways for their members
of all ages to engage with Israel

Create sustainable solutions towards
economic success in Israel’s social and
geographic periphery

Ensure that the Israel programme,
in addition to delivering benefit to
Israelis, also integrates with the UK
programme to engage British Jews
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Strategic priority 3: Develop exceptional leaders that
serve the UK community and the Jewish world and act
as “ambassadors” for UJIA’s mission
Our programmes in the UK and Israel have an extraordinary
track record in equipping and empowering the future leaders
of the UK Jewish community. As formative experiences
in the lives of young people, activities facilitated by UJIA
including weekly activities, summer camps and Israel Tour act
as the spark that inspires participants to become madrichim
(leaders) in their movements and organisations.
Participating in a leadership programme and becoming a
madrich on a summer camp or Israel Tour is a rite of passage
in itself, and UJIA’s crucial role in the training and development
of madrichim ensures both high quality summer programmes
for the participants, and a pipeline of talented leaders at the
forefront of Israel education in the UK Jewish community.
arrow-up In addition to our involvement in youth leadership training,
youth movement gap years are known to be very effective
in developing the leaders of our community. UJIA will seek
to make leadership development an even more central
part of these programmes. Additionally, the increase in
medium-term programmes in Israel, facilitated by UJIA,
will lead to an even greater pool of potential leaders
for our community. UJIA will increase and improve our
engagement with the graduates of these programmes
so that more diverse young people, with different
backgrounds and experiences, will become active in the
UK Jewish community, acting as ambassadors who will
share their knowledge and passion for Israel with others.
Strategic Priority 4: Support the youth movements to
drive significant programmatic innovation and ensure
financial sustainability
The Jewish, Zionist youth movements have a long and rich
history of engaging young people with Israel and Judaism,
and developing the professional and lay leaders of our
community. As a major funder, UJIA has played an integral
role in their success and will continue to do so via financial
and strategic support for many years to come.

ENABLING OUR SUCCESS
D R I V I N G O U R I M PA C T

OUR SEVEN STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT DRIVE OUR IMPACT

creation and a wealth of Israel engagement resources to
be used at home by young people and their families.
By using its influence and relationships with the movements,
UJIA has an opportunity to support them in developing more
impactful programmes, and a sustainable model that will
serve and empower the young people of our community for
generations to come.
UJIA will continue to provide mentoring and support for
the movements’ leadership, including sabbatical movement
workers and the permanent senior staff. The youth
movements have different strengths and needs, which change
over time. Therefore, we will move towards a more tailored,
individualised way of working, through which we will support
the movements in areas including: hadracha (leadership),
Israel education, infrastructure and governance.
Strategic Priority 5: Work with communities and Jewish
organisations across the UK to develop a range of new
ways for their members of all ages to engage with Israel
For UJIA to increase its reach in the community, it is crucial that
we work together with other communal organisations at the
heart of Jewish life.
arrow-up UJIA will work closely with communities, youth movements,
schools and other organisations to increase the quality and
quantity of Israel engagement in the UK Jewish community.
We will work with other community organisations to provide
diverse and innovative methods for Jews of all ages and
backgrounds to engage deeply with Israel. By increasing Israel
engagement at sites of varied, regular, and holistic Jewish life,
UJIA will be able to reinforce its belief that Israel should be a
central part of one’s Jewish identity.
arrow-up We will create even more high-quality resources to bring
Israel into more Jewish spaces and work with communities
to provide meaningful ways to engage with Israel, including
digital and in-person activities

The impact of COVID-19 has already forced the youth
movements to consider new ways of working, due to reduced
revenue streams and uncertainty around residential and
travel-based programming.
arrow-up U
 JIA will use its influence and position as a major funder
to incentivise more innovative methods, many of which
have already been developed by the movements in recent
months, including online activities, peer-led content

arrow-right
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Focus the UK programme on fewer,
higher-impact interventions where we
can clearly demonstrate how UJIA is
adding value

Safeguard UJIA’s flagship
short-term and longer-term Israel
Experience programmes

Develop exceptional leaders that serve
the UK community and the Jewish world,
and act as ambassadors for UJIA’s mission

Support the youth movements to drive
significant programmatic innovation
and ensure financial sustainability

Work with communities and Jewish
organisations across the UK to develop
a range of new ways for their members
of all ages to engage with Israel

Create sustainable solutions towards
economic success in Israel’s social and
geographic periphery

Ensure that the Israel programme,
in addition to delivering benefit to
Israelis, also integrates with the UK
programme to engage British Jews
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Strategic priority 6: Create sustainable solutions towards
economic success in Israel’s social and geographic periphery
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OUR SEVEN STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT DRIVE OUR IMPACT

For 100 years, UJIA has been the primary vehicle through
which British Jews have supported Israel. Throughout our
history, we have raised hundreds of millions of pounds from
the UK Jewish community, and our collective impact has
enabled Israel to grow and develop its educational institutions
and economy. Through times of challenge and celebration,
UJIA has worked closely with governmental and philanthropic
partners in Israel to help build the Israel of today.
Like any country, Israel has its challenges. Today, UJIA focuses
its efforts on addressing inequalities in education, employment
and socio-economic status, helping all of Israel’s diverse
communities to lead fulfilled, healthy and prosperous lives
and to contribute positively to Israeli society.
Our fundraising in the UK enables British Jews to come together
to express their commitment to Israel, and our collective
contribution to Israel’s success remains just as powerful as
ever. This is particularly evident in the Galil region in the North
of Israel, where our community has played a major role in
developing educational infrastructure, providing scholarships,
and enabling personal development, academic success and
employment. Together, we have changed the lives of thousands
of individuals, and they in turn have brought greater prosperity
to their families, local communities and the wider region.
The long-term success of the Israeli economy depends on
minorities such as the Haredi community and Arab citizens
of Israel entering the workforce in greater numbers, especially
given demographic projections for Israel’s future showing
these communities growing in size and in proportion of
the population. UJIA will increase its support for underrepresented communities and their economic progress will
lead to greater integration, helping to erode deep divisions
that exist within Israeli society.
arrow-up We will continue to ensure that donations to UJIA achieve
maximum impact on the lives of Israelis, leveraging more
support from the government and other local partners on
the ground.
arrow-up Si3 - our social impact investment initiative - has also
proved incredibly effective, providing support for ethical,
social enterprises that combat the most pressing societal
issues in Israel. We will increase our Si3 portfolio over the
coming years, and the financial success of our investments
will enable us to recycle the profits into new initiatives,
creating a perennial fund and achieving a sustained impact
for the people of Israel.

Strategic priority 7: Ensure that the Israel programme,
in addition to delivering benefit to Israelis, also integrates
with the UK programme to engage British Jews
Developing personal relationships with the people of Israel
is an essential component of our strategy, without which our
community would not be able to develop a connection and
commitment to Israel.
We will harness our many relationships to engage our British
participants with grantees and charitable partners in Israel.
This will allow participants of Israel Tour, Birthright and other
programmes to see the diverse ethnic, religious and socioeconomic communities that make up the State of Israel,
volunteer their time in a meaningful way, and see first-hand the
effects of our community’s support for the people of Israel.
arrow-up These mifgash (meeting or encounter) and engagement
activities are already becoming an important and popular
aspect of our Israel Experience programmes. By further
increasing the quality and quantity of these activities, more
and more participants will deepen their understanding of
Israel and their sense of commitment to bring about a fairer,
more socially cohesive society.
arrow-up We will also increase our focus on online mifgashim with our
charitable partners to maximise opportunities for British Jews to
connect with the people of Israel. In this way, UJIA will continue
to bring Israelis into the lives of British Jews in their schools, on
their campuses and in their community organisations.
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OUR NINE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT ENABLE OUR SUCCESS
DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Continue to develop the Trustees’
effective governance of UJIA and
enable the next generation of
organisational leadership
Ensure that UJIA is a professional,
diverse, attractive and healthy workplace
that is committed to professional
development, best in class professional
practices and talent retention
Develop an infrastructure for
encouraging, attracting, managing
and rewarding volunteers on an
engagement path with UJIA
TELLING OUR STORY

Create a compelling case and narrative
for UJIA that is centred around the
question of “Why UJIA?”
Grow accessible, diverse and
stand-alone income streams
Strengthen legacy generation
via more effective internal and
external collaborations

For UJIA to deliver its key programmatic priorities, it is
essential that we nurture our staff and volunteers effectively,
secure our income for the short, medium and long-term
future, and embed a productive, collaborative and healthy
organisational culture.
These strategic priorities for our internal processes will
provide a platform for our continued success in meeting
our mission and vision in the years to come.

TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE

Restructure UJIA so that it has optimum
efficiency and flexibility and is fully
adapted to the post-COVID-19 reality
Foster a culture of innovation and
“intrepreneurship” where great new
ideas are generated and developed
Embed evidence-based decision
making focused on impact

Arrow-left
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UJIA’s professional team is one of its most important assets.
To achieve our mission, it is crucial that we attract, develop
and retain a skilled, diverse, and motivated workforce. We
must ensure that UJIA is a great place to work, where staff
know what is expected of them, are able to define their own
professional goals and are assisted in implementing and
accomplishing them.

DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Continue to develop the Trustees’
effective governance of UJIA and
enable the next generation of
organisational leadership
Ensure that UJIA is a professional,
diverse, attractive and healthy workplace
that is committed to professional
development, best in class professional
practices and talent retention

arrow-up U
 JIA will design and implement new, improved processes
so that all staff can identify their training and development
priorities. We will increase opportunities for staff to engage
in a high standard of relevant, continuous professional
development, bringing new skills and ideas into the team and
advancing the work of the whole organisation.

Develop an infrastructure for
encouraging, attracting, managing
and rewarding volunteers on an
engagement path with UJIA

UJIA will continue to maintain awareness of the diversity within
its professional team, and ensure all staff are trained in Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion. We are constantly striving to improve
our understanding of best practice, and implement actions to
ensure a healthy environment for staff, volunteers and all who
engage with us.

TELLING OUR STORY

Create a compelling case and narrative
for UJIA that is centred around the
question of “Why UJIA?”
Grow accessible, diverse and
stand-alone income streams
Strengthen legacy generation
via more effective internal and
external collaborations
TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE

Restructure UJIA so that it has optimum
efficiency and flexibility and is fully
adapted to the post-COVID-19 reality
Foster a culture of innovation and
“intrepreneurship” where great new
ideas are generated and developed
Embed evidence-based decision
making focused on impact

Arrow-left
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ENABLING OUR SUCCESS

Strategic priority 9: Ensure that UJIA is a professional,
diverse, attractive and healthy workplace that is committed to
professional development, best in class professional practices
and talent retention

OUR NINE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT ENABLE OUR SUCCESS

DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Strategic priority 10: Develop an infrastructure for encouraging,
attracting, managing and rewarding volunteers on an engagement
path with UJIA

Strategic priority 8: Continue to develop the Trustees’
effective governance of UJIA and enable the next generation
of organisational leadership

UJIA’s capacity and ability to effectively engage volunteers will
allow us to tap into a huge potential human resource, help us drive
our impact and increase identification and engagement with our
work throughout the wider community.

UJIA has succeeded in maintaining and developing an active,
educated and committed group of trustees. Strong governance
remains as essential as ever for UJIA, ensuring a sustainable
organisation, operating within a clear vision of our purpose
and role within the community.

arrow-up U
 JIA will embed a shift in its culture, embrace the potential of
volunteerism and develop more meaningful opportunities that
provide true value to both the volunteer and the organisation.

UJIA will ensure that the trustee board reflects the community
that it serves and continually seeks to engage the next generation
of communal leadership. We will identify skills gaps within the
organisation, and recruit suitable trustees, benefiting from the
talent, experience and commitment they bring to their roles.
arrow-up U
 JIA will ensure its trustee management remains in line with
emerging best practice. We will provide new and existing
trustees with clear expectations for their roles and continue
to access relevant, high quality training to ensure the best
possible governance of the organisation.

arrow-up W
 e will identify new roles to engage a larger and more diverse
pool of volunteers and invest in their training and development.
UJIA will ensure that a volunteering role with us is a meaningful
and fulfilling engagement, that is aligned with our mission and
vision, and helps us achieve maximum impact.
We will also improve our tracking and management of
volunteers and reward those who devote significant time and
expertise to Israel and the UK Jewish community, through
volunteering with UJIA.
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DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Continue to develop the Trustees’
effective governance of UJIA and
enable the next generation of
organisational leadership
Ensure that UJIA is a professional,
diverse, attractive and healthy workplace
that is committed to professional
development, best in class professional
practices and talent retention
Develop an infrastructure for
encouraging, attracting, managing
and rewarding volunteers on an
engagement path with UJIA
TELLING OUR STORY

Create a compelling case and narrative
for UJIA that is centred around the
question of “Why UJIA?”
Grow accessible, diverse and
stand-alone income streams
Strengthen legacy generation
via more effective internal and
external collaborations
TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE

Restructure UJIA so that it has optimum
efficiency and flexibility and is fully
adapted to the post-COVID-19 reality
Foster a culture of innovation and
“intrepreneurship” where great new
ideas are generated and developed
Embed evidence-based decision
making focused on impact

Arrow-left
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TELLING OUR STORY
Strategic priority 11: Create a compelling case and narrative
for UJIA that is centred around the question of “Why UJIA?”
We will focus our marketing and communications around
a clear, simple message about who we are and why we are
relevant to the lives of all British Jews. This will enable us to
raise awareness of our vital work, engage with diverse audiences
to connect them with Israel, and sustain our ability to recruit
donors and supporters.
arrow-up W
 e will use our digital marketing platforms, including our
website and social media, to engage new and current
audiences, and increase awareness of and affinity with UJIA
throughout the Jewish community.
We will showcase our work in the UK and in Israel with high
quality communications in digital and print media, focusing
on a narrative which highlights our unique value proposition –
nurturing and strengthening a deep and meaningful connection
between British Jews and the people of Israel.
Strategic priority 12: Grow accessible, diverse and stand-alone
income streams

Strategic priority 13: Strengthen legacy generation via more
effective internal and external collaborations

ENABLING OUR SUCCESS

OUR NINE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT ENABLE OUR SUCCESS

Legacy gifts provide a parallel income stream to lifetime giving
and secure future income for charities. Research also suggests
that legacy income is relatively less affected by economic
factors when compared with other income streams. Therefore,
legacy generation remains crucial for UJIA’s long-term success.
arrow-up U
 JIA will work to increase the number and value of legacy
pledges received over the coming years, providing us with a
planned, future income stream. We will do this by integrating
legacy giving throughout the organisation, improving the
stewardship of our legacy pledgers, and including legacy
information and calls to action in UJIA communications and
events, and those of our partners.
arrow-up W
 e will promote the tax efficiency of legacy gifts, along with
the executorship services of UJIA, via print and digital media
aimed at existing major donors, long time givers, and lapsed
or low-level donors. We will also increase our focus on legacy
recruitment in areas outside the largest centres of the UK
Jewish community, to maximise our audience of potential
legacy pledgers.

Like many charities in the Jewish sector, UJIA relies on a large
amount of support from a limited number of supporters. Giving
to Israel and related causes is no longer seen as a priority in all
parts of the community and other worthwhile causes have risen in
prominence, especially amongst a younger audience, who have the
potential to form our most significant donor base in the future.
UJIA will utilise its refreshed brand and focus its fundraising
efforts on ongoing relationship-based donor development.
We will fundraise from a diverse range of sources, including
corporates, major donors, trusts and foundations, and online
campaigns. We will also increase our successful impact investing
programme in Israel, enabling us to benefit Israeli society whilst
also generating a financial return in the process.
arrow-up O
 ur loyal donors provide incremental value above and
beyond their generous donations by referring new
supporters, volunteering time and expertise, and acting as
our ambassadors in the community. Supporting UJIA should
be deeply rewarding and worthwhile. We will continually
review and improve the supporter journey for our donors,
ensuring better stewardship, and increased retention and
recruitment of donors.
arrow-up W
 e will also leverage our programmes and partnerships in the
community, generating more support from participants who
themselves have benefited from our work throughout their lives.
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DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Continue to develop the Trustees’
effective governance of UJIA and
enable the next generation of
organisational leadership
Ensure that UJIA is a professional,
diverse, attractive and healthy workplace
that is committed to professional
development, best in class professional
practices and talent retention
Develop an infrastructure for
encouraging, attracting, managing
and rewarding volunteers on an
engagement path with UJIA
TELLING OUR STORY

Create a compelling case and narrative
for UJIA that is centred around the
question of “Why UJIA?”
Grow accessible, diverse and
stand-alone income streams
Strengthen legacy generation
via more effective internal and
external collaborations
TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE

Restructure UJIA so that it has optimum
efficiency and flexibility and is fully
adapted to the post-COVID-19 reality
Foster a culture of innovation and
“intrepreneurship” where great new
ideas are generated and developed
Embed evidence-based decision
making focused on impact
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TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE
Strategic priority 14: Restructure UJIA so that it has
optimum efficiency and flexibility and is fully adapted
to the post-COVID-19 reality
The COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated a radical change
in our work, with staff and partners all working from home,
adapting both our educational and working practice. Internally,
the pandemic forced us to work more collaboratively, often
in multi-disciplinary teams combining different specialisms.
Externally, the tightening of resources in the community has
led to more shared projects, breeding new partnerships and
innovative educational programmes and resources.
While there have been great challenges in this period, the
ability to work more efficiently, more collaboratively and with
improved communication is a much-needed change, and a preexisting trend that has been accelerated in recent months. This
period has also served to focus our attention on the physical
and mental wellbeing of our staff, volunteers and participants.
arrow-up A
 s we transition back to more in-person working practices
and educational activities, UJIA will adapt its working
environment to minimise exposure to COVID-19 and protect
staff, volunteers and participants to the best of our ability.
We will increase our training and support for staff to make
the most of digital communication and collaboration
solutions. We will also become more flexible in our working
practice, supporting staff to transition to more independent
working and ensuring an appropriate work-life balance.
arrow-up W
 e will increase the cross-organisational focus in our day-today working practice, ensuring that the skills of our staff are
fully utilised across the organisation and not contained within
specific departments or geographic regions. This will lead to
a more efficient, cohesive and healthy working culture.
Strategic priority 15: Foster a culture of innovation and
“intrepreneurship” where great new ideas are generated
and developed
With dramatically reduced resources and a transformed external
environment, UJIA cannot simply go on as before. Through a
culture of creativity and idea generation, we will ensure that our
offer resonates with a diverse audience, giving us the platform
to achieve our mission. By modelling innovation, UJIA hopes
to influence the actions of other educational organisations,
so that they begin to employ new and exciting activities for
the UK Jewish community. More innovative programmes and
partnerships will also make UJIA a more attractive proposition
for prospective donors, helping us stand out as a fresh, exciting
funding prospect, always seeking to be at the cutting edge of
Jewish philanthropy.

ENABLING OUR SUCCESS

OUR NINE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
THAT ENABLE OUR SUCCESS

arrow-up U
 JIA will designate funds specifically for innovation. This will
include a budget for new, creative activities developed by
our own staff, as well as the wider roll-out of our successful
Summer Engagement Fund piloted in 2020. We will reach
out to a wider audience of potential partners through our
grant-making programme, facilitating even more high quality,
innovative programmes to connect the UK Jewish community
with Israel.
arrow-up W
 e will adapt our grant-making process for youth movements
and partner organisations, incentivising more innovative
programmes and activities. Through our influence and funding,
these organisations will provide more creative activities,
helping them attract new participants and increasing the
quality of their Israel education.
Strategic priority 16: Embed evidence-based decision making
focused on impact
UJIA will be impact-led and mission-driven. We will improve
the monitoring and evaluation of our own programmes, as well
as those of our partners and grantees, to better understand
which activities lead to the outcomes shown in our Impact
Model. A more robust evaluation process will enable us to focus
our investment on high quality programmes with evidence of
positive impact. With limited resources available, this is even
more crucial than ever and will help us to be more strategic,
responsible, and cost-effective in the way we utilise donations
to UJIA.
arrow-up U
 JIA will provide more Impact Evaluation training for staff and
partners, leading to more reliable programme evaluations, and
better insights about ‘what works’. In this way, we will use our
influence to drive an evidence-based culture, ensuring the longterm impact of UJIA and others in the Jewish charity sector.
arrow-up W
 e will increase our use of internal, outcomes-based
management reports when making decisions about our
budget and programme priorities, both in the UK and Israel.
We will also increase the focus on evidence of outcomes
and impact in our external reports and bespoke reports
for funders, leading to better donor retention and more
successful applications to trusts and foundations.
arrow-up W
 e will increase data capture for our flagship Israel
Experience programmes, allowing for more sophisticated
data analysis and more confidence in our evaluation findings.
We will implement recommendations based on insight, so
that our evaluation processes lead to tangible improvements,
maximising the impact of these vital programmes for the
benefit of the UK Jewish community.
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A WORD ABOUT COVID-19
We began developing this strategy just as the full force of the
COVID-19 pandemic was hitting and the UK and Israel were both
put into lockdown. At the time, it was unclear how deep the effects
of this enormous, global upheaval would be and for how long they
would be felt.
As we complete and launch this strategy, it is increasingly clear
that the pandemic’s consequences will last for several years and
almost no area of our lives will be untouched.
In the broadest sense, COVID-19 has accelerated some trends and
postponed others temporarily, or perhaps permanently. The pandemic
has caused unprecedented economic, social and political challenges,
whilst also necessitating innovations in technology and education that
were unthinkable only months ago.
We have made the deliberate choice to mention the pandemic in
only a few places instead of constantly throughout this document.
To paraphrase Ben-Gurion, our approach is to adapt to COVID-19
as if the other trends in Israel and British Jewry were not taking place;
and adapt to the trends in Israel and British Jewry as if the COVID-19
pandemic was not taking place.
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CONCLUSION
We live in a time when the only constant
is change – in Israel and in the UK.
In response, UJIA constantly reflects on the needs of our community
and of today’s Israel. We are working to meet the challenges and take
up the opportunities that are before us. Our strategy is an articulation
of who we are, what we do and how we do it. Join us in this urgent,
important mission.
We invite you to be part of this journey by learning about,
experiencing and giving to Israel with and through UJIA. To find out
more, go to www.ujia.org, give us a call on 020 7424 6400 or send
an email to info@ujia.org
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London (Head Office)
1 Torriano Mews
London NW5 2RZ
020 7424 6400
info@ujia.org

Glasgow
Jewish Community Centre
222 Fenwick Road
Glasgow G46 6UE
0141 530 5340
scotland@ujia.org

Leeds
MAZCC
311 Stonegate Road
Leeds LS17 6AZ
0113 269 3136
northeast@ujia.org

Manchester & Liverpool
72 Singleton Road
Manchester M7 4LU
0161 740 1825
northwest@ujia.org

Herzliya
8 Maskit Street
PO Box 12822
Herzliya Pituach
4673300
+972 3 696 5244
+972 9 958 9958
israel@ujia.org

UJIAcharity
UJIAcharity
UJIAcharity
UJIA1
ujia.org
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